COMPILATION of COVID Injection News
Part 3 – January 2022 to 9 January 2022
(Parts 1 and 2 through December 2021 are posted below).

Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) data as of 31 December:
1,016,999 Adverse Events including 21,382 Deaths.
Facts about COVID and Related Issues
• Real Risks of COVID Vaccination. https://patienttoolbox.cchfreedom.org/pmh.php/41#top.
• Informed Consent Action Network (ICAN). https://thehighwire.com/watch/.
• Dr. Tenpenny Research Library (Coronavirus). tenpennyresearchlibrary.com/encyclopedia/coronavirus/
• Vaccine Injury News. https://www.vaccineinjurynews.com/.
• Stop World Control. https://www.stopworldcontrol.com/
• Global Report 2019-nCOV: There is no deadly pandemic; Summary of Facts. Online e-book (173 pp)
https://online.anyflip.com/inblw/ufbs/mobile/index.html
• ICYMI: Articles of interest. https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/icymi-articles-of-interest.
• No Jab for Me. https://nojabforme.info/ “550+ links to various primary sources and a video gallery.
• Vaccine Resources. https://www.skirsch.io/vaccine-resources/
Recommended Books
• The Real Anthony Fauci – Bill Gates, Big Pharma, and the Global War on Democracy and Public Health,
by Robert F. Kennedy Jr.
• COVID-19 and the Global Predators: We are the Prey, by Peter R. Breggin, MD and Ginger Ross Breggin.
• Plague: One Scientist’s Intrepid Search for the Truth about Human Retroviruses and Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome (ME/CFS), Autism, and Other Diseases, by Kent Heckenlively and Judi Mikovits, Ph.D.
• Plague of Corruption: Restoring Faith in the Promise of Science (Children’s Health Defense),
by Judy Mikovits, Ph.D. and Kent Heckenlively.
• Ending Plague: A Scholar’s Obligation in an Age of Corruption (Children’s Health Defense),
by Dr. Francis W. Ruscetti and Judy Mikovits, Ph.D.
• Truth About Masks: Exploring Theories Against Wearing Them,
by Kent Heckenlively and Judy Mikovits, PhD.
Added 9 January 2022
•

Bill Filed In Washington Would Authorize ‘Strike Force’ To ‘Involuntarily Detain’ Unvaccinated
Families: ‘They Have Already Set Up The Internment Camps’
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/01/bill-filed-washington-authorize-strike-force-involuntarily-detainunvaccinated-families-already-set-internment-camps/ “The Washington State Board of Health may soon
amend state law to authorize the involuntary detainment of residents as young as 5 years old in Covid-19
“internment camps” for failing to comply with the state’s experimental vaccine mandate.”
Related
• Washington State Board of Health Meeting Materials for January 12, 2022.
https://sboh.wa.gov/Meetings/MeetingInformation/2022/January12Online

•

Joe Rogan Interview with Dr. Peter McCullough Video [Full Episode (3 hours) with transcript].
https://covidvaccinesideeffects.com/joe-rogan-interview-with-dr-peter-mccullough-video-full-episode/#oralnasal “If you’re looking for the Joe Rogan interview with Dr. Peter McCullough, YouTube has censored the
video and removed it so you cannot find it there. You can watch or listen on Spotify (see links below) but this
video is nearly 3 hours long. For those that don’t have the time to watch/listen to the whole episode, we’ve
transcribed the entirety below, including some links to some of the interview topic highlights. We have also
included links to many of the studies referenced by Dr. McCullough.”
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Related
• Crib Notes From the Joe Rogan–Dr. McCullogh Interview Everyone Is Talking About.
https://pjmedia.com/uncategorized/kevindowneyjr/2022/01/04/crib-notes-from-the-joe-rogan-drmcculloch-interview-everyone-is-talking-about-n1546524
•

Breaking: Despite Shutdowns, Lockdowns, Masks, Vaccines, Boosters, Double Maskers… New COVID
Cases Top One Million for First Time Ever. https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/01/breakingdespite-shutdowns-lockdowns-masks-vaccines-boosters-double-maskers-new-covid-cases-top-one-millionfirst-time-ever/ “Despite two years of shutdowns, lockdowns, closed churches, denied sacraments, masks,
double masks, N95 masks, N99 masks, distancing, jabs, double jabs, double jab booster combos, expert
predictions, expert promises, 95% immunity-giving phase 3 trials, and crazy ladies wearing clear plastic face
shields, over 1,000,000 Americans popped positive for Covid in a single day. Today’s positive test number is
more than four-times higher than at the previous Covid peak in January 2021 and comes just days short of one
year since Joe Biden took office promising to ‘shut down the virus.’”
Related
• Cities With Mask, Vaccine Mandates Seeing Huge COVID Spikes Anyway.
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/bb-cities-mandates-huge-covid-spikes/
• Milestone: Over 1M adverse event reports in VAERS from the COVID vaccine.
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/milestone-over-1m-adverse-event-reports “On the Dec 24, 2021
release of the VAERS data, we passed an important milestone: over 1M adverse events reported in
VAERS. Oddly, the mainstream media didn’t cover this at all. I just can’t figure out why. In short, these
vaccines have more adverse reactions than all vaccines combined in the 30 year history of VAERS (over
70 vaccines). They are the most deadly vaccines ever created and have likely killed over 150,000
Americans.”
• 32,649 Deaths 3,003,296 Injuries Following COVID Shots in European Database of Adverse
Reactions as Young, Previously Healthy People Continue to Suffer.
https://vaccineimpact.com/2021/32649-deaths-3003296-injuries-following-covid-shots-in-europeandatabase-of-adverse-reactions-as-young-previously-healthy-people-continue-to-die/
• ICYMI: CDC just published a paper that admits that VAERS is underreported by at least 6.5X.
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/icymi-cdc-just-published-a-paper “This was easy to miss since it
wasn't specifically called out, but a CDC paper published a week ago confirmed (once again) that VAERS
is very underreported, even when people are urged to report by HHS”
• How to verify for yourself that over 150,000 Americans have been killed by the COVID vaccines.
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/how-to-verify-for-yourself-that-over
• Australia now ADMITS covid vaccines are harming people, offers up to $600,000 in compensation
for the seriously injured. https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-01-06-australia-admits-covid-vaccinesharming-people.html (79,000+ Australians Filing Compensation Claims for COVID-19 Vaccine
Injuries. https://trialsitenews.com/79000-australians-filing-compensation-claims-for-covid-19-vaccineinjuries/)
• New big data study of 145 countries show COVID vaccines makes things worse (cases and deaths).
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/new-big-data-study-of-145-countries. “The next time you see you
county health officer, President Biden, or Boris Johnson why not ask them if they can find a mistake in
this study by Kyle A. Beattie entitled Worldwide Bayesian Causal Impact Analysis of Vaccine
Administration on Deaths and Cases Associated with COVID-19: A BigData Analysis of 145 Countries
(the PDF version is here). The study found that the COVID vaccines cause more COVID cases per
million (+38% in US) and more deaths per million associated with COVID (+31% in US).”
• Boris Johnson: 90% of Patients in ICU Are Double-Vaxxed. https://100percentfedup.com/boris-johnson90-of-patients-in-icu-are-double-vaxxed/
• Biden's 'pandemic of the unvaccinated' narrative falls apart as omicron cases skyrocket.
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/biden-pandemic-unvaccinated-falls-apart
• Fauci Struggles to Rescue Failed Claim ‘Masks Work,’ But Gets Destroyed by Mega-Thread on
Actual ‘Science.’ beckernews.com/fauci-struggles-to-rescue-failed-claim-masks-work-but-gets-
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destroyed-by-mega-thread-on-actual-science-43629/ (Thread at:
twitter.com/truthhurts_the/status/1290749281108987907)
•

57 Top Scientists and Doctors Release Shocking Study on COVID Vaccines and Demand Immediate
Stop to All Vaccinations. https://www.globalresearch.ca/57-top-scientists-doctors-release-shocking-studycovid-vaccines-demand-immediate-stop-all-vaccinations/5746848
Related
• Age-associated SARS-CoV-2 breakthrough infection and changes in immune response in mouse
model https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34989330/ From Dr. Robert Malone via Telegram: “Importance:
• In mice, a two-dose COVID-19 mRNA vaccination conferred limited adaptive immune response
among the aged mice which rendered them susceptible to SARS-CoV-2 infection.”
• The significant adverse event profile of the genetic vaccines, combined with the more mild disease
profile of Omicron has to raise the possibility that the boosters may not be good “medicine,” even for
the elderly.
• We will have more variants- natural immunity is robust and more broadly protective. Omicron is
going to rip through the US population.
Maybe it is time to entirely re-evaluate our entire SARS-CoV-2 vaccination program?”
• Risk of myocarditis following sequential COVID-19 vaccinations by age and sex.
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.12.23.21268276v1 From Dr. Robert Malone via
Telegram, “The pre-print article is backed up by solid data that observes for young men, the risk of
myocarditis is greater with the mRNA vaccines than from natural infection. Please read that statement
again for comprehension.”
• Immune-mediated hepatitis with the Moderna vaccine, no longer a coincidence but confirmed.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8491984/ “Our case demonstrates conclusive evidence of
vaccine-induced immune-mediated hepatitis with a rapid onset of liver injury after the first Moderna dose,
which on re-exposure led to acute severe autoimmune hepatitis.”
• Bombshell: Nobel Prize Winner Reveals - Covid Vaccine is 'Creating Variants'.
https://rairfoundation.com/bombshell-nobel-prize-winner-reveals-covid-vaccine-is-creating-variants/
“While it is understood that viruses mutate, causing variants, French Virologist and Nobel Prize Winner
Luc Montagnier contends that ‘it is the vaccination that is creating the variants.’”
• Why are highly vaccinated countries experiencing COVID outbreaks? Dr. Bridle explains.
https://www.bitchute.com/video/7XXmStI8VINb
• Déjà vu: French scientists detect ANOTHER variant linked to travel to Cameroon and say it
carries 46 mutations that may make it more vaccine-resistant and infectious (but it is so far NOT
outcompeting Omicron). https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10365005/Covid-tracking-scientistsFrance-spot-variant.html
• MIT Scientist: Covid Vaccines May Cause Diseases in '10 to 15 years' (Exclusive Video).
https://rairfoundation.com/mit-scientist-covid-vaccines-may-cause-diseases-in-10-to-15-years-exclusivevideo/
• Alert: Japan Places Myocarditis Warning on 'Vaccines' - Requires Informed Consent.
https://rairfoundation.com/alert-japan-places-myocarditis-warning-on-vaccines-requires-informedconsent/
• Heart Inflammation Risk Higher From Moderna Vaccine Than COVID-19 for Those Under 40:
Study. https://www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_morningbrief/for-under-40-heart-inflammation-risk-higherafter-moderna-covid-19-vaccination-than-the-disease-study_4158712.html
• “Every Shot, I Can’t Breathe” – Fully Vaccinated Tennis Star Nikoloz Basilashivili Drops Out of
Sydney Cup Due to Breathing Difficulties (4:30 video).
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/01/every-shot-cant-breathe-fully-vaccinated-tennis-starnikoloz-basilashivili-drops-sydney-cup-due-breathing-difficulties-must-see-video/ “Georgian tennis star
Nikoloz Basilashvili was forced to drop out of the Sydney Cup due to breathing difficulties and needing
treatment from a doctor during his singles match against Greece’s Stefanos Tsitsipas.”
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•

COVID-19 Vaccines Linked to Change in Menstrual Cycles: Study.
https://www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_morningbrief/covid-19-vaccines-linked-to-change-in-menstrualcycles-study_4199446.html. “Dr. Alison Edelman of the Oregon Health & Science University and other
researchers studied cycles among 2,403 vaccinated and 1,556 unvaccinated women and concluded
vaccination was associated with a change in cycle length…Researchers said that vaccines that use
messenger RNA technology—both Pfizer’s and Moderna’s do—trigger an immune response, which could
temporarily affect the hypothalamic-pituitary-ovarian axis function, and the study results support the
hypothesis.”

•

5 Questions To Answer Before You Get the Coronavirus Vaccine. https://rairfoundation.com/5-questionsto-answer-before-you-get-the-coronavirus-vaccine/ “Will you be one of the millions of people who choose to
receive the gene-altering mRNA injection to treat a virus 99.8% of people will survive?”

•

Israel’s COVID Case Totals Reach All-Time High as Public is Subjected to 4th Round of Vaccines.
https://bigleaguepolitics.com/israels-covid-case-totals-reach-all-time-high-as-public-is-subjected-to-4thround-of-vaccines/
Related
• [Israel] Fourth Covid booster underperforms, won’t be recommended for general population.
https://www.israel365news.com/264980/fourth-covid-booster-underperforms-wont-be-recommended-forgeneral-population/

•

New York Times: COVID Boosters May Cause 'Immune System Fatigue,' Compromise Ability to Fight
Virus. https://nationalfile.com/new-york-times-covid-boosters-may-cause-immune-system-fatiguecompromise-ability-fight-virus/

•

Omicron Unleashes Mass Illness and a New Reality. By Dr. Peter McCullough.
https://www.americaoutloud.com/omicron-unleashes-mass-illness-and-a-new-reality/ It is now clear that
Omicron can infect those with previous COVID-19 infection and natural immunity, as well as those fully
vaccinated, and of course, the smaller fraction of individuals who are COVID-19 naive. While we have a mix
of prolonged Delta cases and in many cases with moderate to severe symptoms, Omicron syndrome has been
characterized as mild and brief with a notable absence of pulmonary symptoms.
Related
• Omicron Unleashes New Wave of Hysteria, With Rule by Decree in Force.
https://www.theepochtimes.com/omicron-unleashes-new-wave-of-hysteria-with-rule-by-decree-inforce_4155654.html
• Data from around the world suggests that omicron favors the fully vaccinated.
https://alphanews.org/data-from-around-the-world-suggests-that-omicron-favors-the-fully-vaccinated/
“81% of Canadian omicron cases are among the fully vaccinated. In Germany, that number is 95.6%
despite a 71% vaccination rate. 61% of omicron cases in Israel were among those who are triple
vaccinated. Iceland is the most boosted nation on earth but also has the fourth highest COVID case rate.”
• Omicron Variant (B.1.1.529): Infectivity, Vaccine Breakthrough, and Antibody Resistance.
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.jcim.1c01451 From Dr. Robert Malone via Telegram: “Importance:
Based on modeling, the Omicron may have an 88% likelihood to escape current vaccines. Do I need to
write more?”

•

Genocide, Premeditated Mass Murder Evidence – Dr. Michael Yeadon & Attorney Reiner Fuellmich
[2 hr 20 min video] https://www.redvoicemedia.com/video/2022/01/genocide-premeditated-mass-murderevidence-dr-michael-yeadon-attorney-reiner-fuellmich/

•

Dutch Leader Stuns Parliament - Exposes Globalist Covid 'Obedience Training' Plot (Video).
https://rairfoundation.com/dutch-leader-stuns-parliament-exposes-globalist-covid-obedience-training-plotvideo/ “Dutch leader Thierry Baudet called out a prophetic pandemic scenario from a 2010 Rockefeller
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Foundation Report that mirrors many tyrannical moves from governments playing out today on a global scale.
The Rockefeller Foundation rivals George Soros’ Open Society Foundations for their “investments” in radical
left organizations bent on destroying Western Civilization. In 2016, the organization boasted a 4.1 billion
endowment. According to their website, they have given ‘$17 billion in current dollars to support thousands
of organizations and individuals worldwide.’”
Related
• Disturbing Official Data Reveals A 'Pandemic Of The Vaxxed' Is Leading To Deaths Across
America, Censored By The MSM And Corrupted Medical Establishment, As They Rush In
Tyranny. https://allnewspipeline.com/This_Is_What_Is_Really_Going_On.php
• NTEB PROPHECY NEWS PODCAST: Nations Begin ‘Test Marketing’ Locking Down The
Unvaccinated To See Just How Far They Can Go In Punishing Them.
https://www.nowtheendbegins.com/nteb-prophecy-news-podcast-australia-building-covid-notconcentration-camps-for-unvaccinated/
• Exposed: Klaus Schwab's School For Covid Dictators, Plan for 'Great Reset' (Videos).
https://rairfoundation.com/exposed-klaus-schwabs-school-for-covid-dictators-plan-for-great-reset-videos/
• Dr. Robert Malone Reveals CIA Psychological Operation Pushing COVID-19 Hysteria, Vaccines.
https://nationalfile.com/exposed-dr-robert-malone-reveals-cia-psychological-operation-pushing-covid-19hysteria-vaccines/
• Uncovering the Corona Narrative: Was Everything Carefully Planned? Analysis by Ernst Wolff.
https://www.globalresearch.ca/uncovering-the-corona-narrative-was-everything-carefully-plannedanalysis-of-ernst-wolff/5766108 “Superb explanation of one big reason the world went corona psychotic.
Lecture by Ernst Wolff, renowned German economist and journalist. His focus is the on the global
financial and monetary system, especially the role of the IMF, the World Bank, the Federal Reserve, the
Bretton Woods system and the worldwide fiat money.”
• Will We Reach Herd Immunity Against the Tyranny Variant?
https://amgreatness.com/2022/01/05/will-we-reach-herd-immunity-against-the-tyranny-variant/
• mRNA pioneer Dr. Robert Malone announces major DC protest against COVID vaccine mandates.
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/mrna-pioneer-announces-major-dc-protest-against-covid-vaccinemandates/
• Austria Adds Another 10 Days to Unvaccinated-Only Lockdown.
https://www.theepochtimes.com/austria-adds-another-10-days-to-unvaccinated-onlylockdown_4174987.html
• Quebec Under Curfew, Unvaxx'd Banned From Buying Booze, Marijuana.
https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/quebec-under-curfew-unvaxxd-banned-buying-booze-marijuana
• El Camino Hospital CMO admits that 57% of their hospitalized COVID patients are fully
vaccinated. https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/el-camino-hospital-cmo-admits-that “In a confidential
memo to hospital staff, Mark Adams, the Chief Medical Officer of El Camino Hospital, admits that 57%
of their hospitalized COVID patients are fully vaccinated. Whoops!”
• COVID Outbreaks Reported on 92 Cruise Ships Operating in U.S.
https://www.newsweek.com/covid-outbreaks-reported-92-cruise-ships-us-1666718 “The CDC wrote on
its site: "Avoid cruise travel, regardless of vaccination status. Even fully vaccinated travelers may be at
risk for getting and spreading COVID-19 variants.”
• Macron Vows to ‘Pxxx Off’ Unvaxxed, Says Someone Who Refuses Covid Vaccine is ‘Not a
Citizen’ https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/01/macron-vows-piss-off-unvaxxed-says-someonerefuses-covid-vaccine-not-citizen/
• After Macron Declared War On His Unvaccinated French Citizens, EU Nations Like Italy, Austria
And Greece Now Mandating COVID-19 Vaccinations. https://www.nowtheendbegins.com/aftermacron-declared-war-on-unvaccinated-french-citizens-other-eu-nations-italy-austria-greece-mandatecovid-19-vaccinations/
• An open letter to the Austrian Parliament from retired Univ. Prof. Dr. med. Diether Schönitzer.
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/an-open-letter-to-the-austrian-parliament “A blood specialist weighs in
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on the proposed Austrian Covid 19 mandatory vaccination law planned for February 1, 2022. Sadly,
nobody listens to scientists anymore so his voice will be ignored.”
COVID INSANITY: Scottish Newspaper Asks Readers if ‘COVID Internment Camps’ Should be
Introduced, https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/01/covid-insanity-scottish-newspaper-asksreaders-covid-internment-camps-introduced/ “One day after Emmanuel Macron announced he was going
to make life miserable to their unvaccinated citizens, Italy immediately followed suit. The measure is
immediately effective and will run until June 15. Italy has registered more than 138,000 coronavirus
deaths since its outbreak emerged in February 2020, the second highest toll in Europe after Britain. Prime
Minister Mario Draghi's government had already made vaccination mandatory for teachers and health
workers, and since October last year all employees have had to be vaccinated or show a negative test
before entering the workplace. Refusal results in suspension from work without pay, but not dismissal.
Around 74% of Italians have received at least two vaccination shots and 6% have had just one jab,
according to Our World in Data. Some 35% have had a third "booster" shot. Elsewhere in Europe, Austria
has announced plans to make vaccination mandatory for those over 14 years old from next month, while
in Greece it will be compulsory for over-60s from Jan 16.”
Mandatory vaccination coming soon in Marin. Your town is next.
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/mandatory-vaccination-coming-soon “Public Health Officer Matt
Willis and Deputy Public Health Officer Dr. Lisa Santora speak out on requirements to get boosted. The
evidence doesn't matter, and no questions will be tolerated. Basically, the public health officers do
whatever the hell they want, they refuse to answer questions from the audience, and none of this is based
on solid science, and nobody can stop them. Welcome to 2022. Coming to your town soon (if not
already).”
Italy Makes Vax Mandatory for Over-50s, Ban Unvaxxed from Various Workplaces.
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2022/01/06/italy-makes-vax-mandatory-for-over-50s-ban-unvaxxedfrom-various-workplaces/ “Italy has made vaccination against the Chinese Coronavirus mandatory for
over-50s in the country, as well as banning the unvaccinated from various workplaces, according to
government sources.”
China’s Harshest Lockdown Yet Tests Its ‘Zero-COVID’ Playbook.
https://www.theepochtimes.com/chinas-harshest-lockdown-yet-tests-its-covid-zeroplaybook_4193354.html
New York Becomes First State to Mandate COVID-19 Boosters for Healthcare Workers,
https://www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_morningbrief/new-york-becomes-first-state-to-mandate-covid-19boosters-for-healthcare-workers_4199859.html?utm_source=Morningbrief. “New York Gov. Kathy
Hochul said the state will expand its COVID-19 vaccine mandate for healthcare workers to include
booster shots, becoming the first state to require boosters for healthcare employees while also signaling
that a growing number of institutions are increasingly aiming to mandate them.”
4,000 Health Freedom Advocates Tell New York Lawmakers: ‘We Will Not Comply’
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/health-freedom-advocates-new-york-we-will-not-comply/
Hospital tacitly admits that their vaccination mandate was NEVER about patient safety.
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/hospital-tacitly-admits-that-their “A big thank you to Rady Children's
Hospital in San Diego for their tacit admission that the vaccine mandates are all about forcing compliance
with demands; it was never about patient safety or science.”
Unvaccinated Foreigners Must Leave Canada By the End of February 2022.
https://m.novinite.com/articles/212771/Unvaccinated+Foreigners+Must+Leave+Canada+By+the+End+of
+February+2022
Unvaxxed in Austria Could be Imprisoned For a Year. https://www.infowars.com/posts/unvaxxed-inaustria-could-be-imprisoned-for-a-year/

How to tell if someone famous died from the vaccine. https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/how-to-tell-ifsomeone-famous-died. Telltale signs include:
1. Person was recently vaccinated.
2. Company the person works for recently enforced vaccination or face job loss.
3. The person is young with no health conditions.
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4. The cause of death is not revealed or unknown (or is cardiac arrest, bleeding in the brain, and other
low-probability events that don’t fit the person’s history).
5. The press describes the death using terms like unexpectedly, sudden death, left this world abruptly,
tragic loss, unexplained death, etc.
6. Readers are cautioned “please refrain from reporting rumors and speculative reports.”
7. The fact that the person was recently vaccinated is always omitted from the news story.
8. If you do a twitter search with the person’s name and “vaccine” you get lots of hits.
9. The first thing you see is “she absolutely did not die from the vaccine!!”
10. The company/family denies that the vaccine caused it without supplying any evidence to back it up.
11. The cause of death was consistent with a vaccine death (which can happen within 6 months of the last
shot) which is a huge range of neurological, cardiovascular, or immunological symptoms.
Related
• Disney+ actress Kim Mi-soo dead at 29. https://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/disney-pluss-actresskim-mi-soo-dead
• 36-Year-Old Brazilian Reporter Collapses and Suffers Cardiac Arrest During Live TV Broadcast.
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/01/36-year-old-brazilian-reporter-collapses-suffers-cardiacarrest-live-tv-broadcast-video/ [Editor’s Note. He is recovering. He took the booster shot on December
28th.]
• Double Vaccinated 23-Year-Old Powerlifter Champion with No Underlying Health Condition Dies
from COVID-19 in Australia. https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/01/double-vaccinated-23-yearold-powerlifter-champion-no-underlying-health-condition-dies-covid-19-australia/ “A double vaccinated
23-year-old scientist, powerlifter champion, and healthy athlete died in a Sydney hospital after testing
positive for Covid-19, according to a report. The man identified as James Kondilios is a resident of
Canberra who had no known underlying health problems before passing away on January 4th at St.
Vincent’s Hospital after complications from the virus.”
• Five professional soccer players die from heart attacks, fueling speculation of vaccine side effects.
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/five-professional-soccer-players-die-from-heart-attacks-fuelingspeculation-of-vaccine-side-effects/
• Vaccinated soccer star dies at 25 after suffering heart attack during training.
https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-01-05-vaccinated-soccer-star-dies-following-heart-attack.html
• The New Normal: Malian Professional Footballer Suffers Heart Attack During Game.
https://www.redvoicemedia.com/2022/01/the-new-normal-malian-professional-footballer-suffers-heartattack-during-game-video/ [Qatar] “A 32-year-old professional footballer collapsed on the field during
the January 8th match between Al Wakrah and Al Rayyan, with league officials confirming the footballer
had suffered a heart attack on the field. Video captured the moments where 32-year-old Ousmane
Coulibaly collapsed late into the first half of the Qatar Stars League match, with medics rushing to the
field as the professional footballer could be seen shaking on the ground.”
• Triple Vaccinated Swiss Olympic Athlete Fabienne Schlumpf Diagnosed with Myocarditis – May
Never be Able to Compete Again. https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/01/triple-vaccinated-swissolympic-athlete-fabienne-schlumpf-diagnose-myocarditis-may-never-able-compete/
•

Fauci Finally Tells America What ‘Fully Vaccinated’ Means. https://www.dailywire.com/news/faucifinally-tells-america-what-fully-vaccinated-means. “Dr. Anthony Fauci, the top U.S. immunologist, has
hemmed and hawed in recent days when asked what “fully vaccinated” means, but on Tuesday, he finally
gave out his definition. ‘We’re using the terminology now ‘keeping your vaccinations up to date,’ rather than
what ‘fully vaccinated’ means,’ Fauci said during a National Institutes of Health lecture Tuesday, according
to Bloomberg News. ‘Right now, optimal protection is with a third shot of an mRNA or a second shot of a
J&J.’”
Related
• Walensky Vs. Fauci Continues After CDC Director Says 'No Plans' To Change Definition Of 'Fully
Vaccinated' https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/keeping-shots-date-replaces-fully-vaccinated-drfauci-says After a week of America's top health officials talking across each other, CDC Director
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Rochelle Walensky stated on Wednesday that the agency won't change the definition of "fully vaccinated"
to include a Covid-19 booster shot - once again 'clarifying' for comments made by Dr. Anthony Fauci (see
below), who suggested on Tuesday the language was being replaced.
•

The CDC May Be Committing Fraud with Its Reporting on Covid Deaths. Here’s Where They Seem to
Admit It. https://beckernews.com/the-cdc-may-be-committing-fraud-with-its-reporting-on-covid-deathsheres-where-they-seem-to-admit-it-43693/ “Covid death rates should be decreasing in the United States.
Except the picture we are now getting from all the lockdowns, the mask mandates, the vaccine mandates, the
‘passports,’ the social distancing, the contact tracing, the mobile alerts, the 24/7 messages being blasted into
our faces, is all of this failed to stop the spread. Not only that, these authoritarian and often unlawful policies
failed to reduce the Covid death rates and the all-cause excess mortality rates…Let’s dissect what is going on
in America right now with the last gasps of the Covid pandemic.”

•

People Injured by COVID-19 Vaccine Are Left in the Dark: Agricultural Pilot.
https://www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_app/people-injured-by-covid-19-vaccine-are-left-in-the-darkagricultural-pilot_4199812.html “The PREP Act stated that vaccine injuries were given an outlet to go seek
compensation and financial help in the name of the Countermeasure Injury Compensation Program—the
CICP—it’s an absolute joke,” Flint said. “We are totally left in the dark.”

•

JUST IN: Court REJECTS FDA Request to Release Vaccine FOIA Documents Over the Next 55 Years
– Orders Agency to Turn Over Tens of Thousands of Pfizer Docs Monthly.
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/01/just-court-rejects-fda-request-release-vaccine-foia-documentsnext-55-years-orders-agency-turn-tens-thousands-pfizer-docs-monthly/ “On Thursday, a Federal Judge
“soundly” rejected the FDA’s panicked request for permission to produce hundreds of thousands of
documents related to Pfizer and the Covid vaccines at a rate of 500 pages per month after the agency was
ordered to comply with a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request last month. The FDA’s unbelievable
request would have allowed them to take an unbelievable 55 years to produce all of the documents.”
Related
• Judge Rejects FDA's 75 Year Delay On Vax Data, Cuts To Just 8 Months.
https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/judge-rejects-fdas-75-year-delay-vax-data-cuts-8-months “A
federal judge has rejected a request by the FDA to produce just 500 pages per month of the data submitted
by Pfizer to license its Covid-19 vaccine - and has ordered them to produce 55,000 pages per month.
Assuming there are roughly 450,000 pages, that means it will take just over eight months for the world to
see what's under the hood.”
• Instead of FDA’s requested 500 pages per month, court orders FDA to produce Pfizer Covid-19
data at rate of 55,000 pages per month! https://aaronsiri.substack.com/p/instead-of-fdas-requested500-pages “A great win for transparency that removes a stranglehold "health" authorities have had on
data independent scientists need to offer solutions and address serious issues with the vaccine program.”

•

Supreme Court Considers Halt on Biden’s Vax Mandates. 7 January 2022.
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/01/developing-supreme-court-considers-halt-bidens-vax-mandates/
Related
• The 7 Worst Lies Told by Liberal SCOTUS Justices at the Biden Vaccine Mandate Hearing.
https://beckernews.com/the-7-worst-lies-told-by-liberal-scotus-justices-at-the-biden-vaccine-mandatehearing-43668/
• Supreme Court Judges Spar Over Vaccine Mandates, Twitter Erupts Over False Claims.
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/supreme-court-vaccine-mandates-false-claims/ . Analysis:
https://www.coffeeandcovid.com/p/-coffee-and-covid-saturday-january-2bez)
• Supreme Court’s Conservative Majority Appear Poised to Block Biden’s Vaccine Mandates After
First Day of Oral Arguments. https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/01/supreme-courtsconservative-majority-appear-poised-block-bidens-vaccine-mandates-first-day-oral-arguments/
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•

•
•
•
•
•

Politico Reports That Justice Sotomayor Was ‘Spotted’ Dining with Nancy Pelosi & Chuck
Schumer After Biden Vaccine Mandate Hearing, Then Issues Embarrassing Retraction.
https://beckernews.com/politico-reports-that-justice-sotomayor-was-spotted-dining-with-nancy-pelosichuck-schumer-after-biden-vaccine-mandate-hearing-then-issues-embarrassing-retraction-43676/
Leftist justices spread COVID misinformation in Supreme Court vax mandate hearing.
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/leftist-justices-spread-covid-misinformation-in-supreme-court-vaxmandate-hearing/
6th Circuit Refuses Biden’s Request to Stay Order Blocking Federal Contractor Vax Mandate.
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/01/6th-circuit-refuses-bidens-request-stay-order-blockingfederal-contractor-vax-mandate/
The Progressive Case Against Medical Mandates. https://mamm.org/the-progressive-case-againstmedical-mandates/
136 House Reps and 47 Senators File Brief to Supreme Court Urging Them to Reject Biden’s
Mandates. https://resistthemainstream.org/136-house-reps-and-47-senators-file-brief-to-supreme-courtregarding-bidens-mandates/
Louisiana Judge Issues Scathing Ruling Against Biden’s Federal Vaccine Mandate, Then Hands
Victory to 24 States. https://beckernews.com/louisiana-judge-issues-scathing-ruling-against-bidensfederal-vaccine-mandate-then-hands-victory-to-24-states-43585/

•

Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable.’
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/judge-allen-winsor-pfizer-eua-comirnaty-vaccinesinterchangeable/ . 30 November 2021. A federal district court judge rejected a claim by the U.S. Department
of Defense that the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine being administered under Emergency Use
Authorization is interchangeable with Pfizer’s fully licensed Comirnaty vaccine.

•

Biden’s Bounty on Your Life: Hospitals’ Incentive Payments for COVID-19.
https://fredbrownbill.wordpress.com/2021/12/16/bidens-bounty-on-your-life-hospitals-incentive-paymentsfor-covid-19/ “Upon admission to a once-trusted hospital, American patients with COVID-19 become virtual
prisoners, subjected to a rigid treatment protocol with roots in Ezekiel Emanuel’s (Obama puppet)
“Complete Lives System” for rationing medical care in those over age 50. They have a shockingly high
mortality rate.”
Related
• Praise the Lord and Pass the Ivermectin. Editorial by Joel S. Hirschhorn.
https://trialsitenews.com/praise-the-lord-and-pass-the-ivermectin/ “…Indeed, here is the ugly truth:
Hospital protocols for late stage COVID patients have nearly a one hundred percent record of
failure. Their patients suffer and then die. Families desperate to get ivermectin used usually fail and
watch their loved ones die. This is a medical disgrace. This is the power of corporate medicine. This
situation exemplifies the loss of medical freedom. This is the epitome of medical tyranny. This is a total
loss of medical ethics. This is an extreme example of doctors failing to live up to their Hippocratic
Oath. They follow hospital rules and let their patients die without trying what has a medical
justification. Without doing what other doctors have successfully done.”
• How Dr. Brian Tyson "persuaded" CVS to fill his ivermectin prescriptions.
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/how-dr-brian-tyson-persuaded-cvs “Tyson retained an attorney,
Matthew P. Tyson (no relation), to draft a letter that was hand-delivered to the pharmacy. He's not had
any trouble since then.”
• Famous Doctor Exposes FDA Ivermectin Lies. https://rairfoundation.com/bam-famous-doctorexposes-fda-ivermectin-lies/
• ICU DOCTOR - Every Covid Death should be considered a MURDER.
https://www.bitchute.com/video/nSQm3XEMcKE1/ (2-minute video). ICU Medical Doctor Morgan
Wallace, who has witnessed firsthand the deaths of covid patients says that ALL these deaths should be
considered Murders. She was the last line of defense. She realized that patients were dying because of
Governmental Procedure. She watched her ENTIRE Staff be Vaccinated and ALL of them got Covid.”
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•
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•

The Global Disinformation Campaign Against Ivermectin in COVID-19 (Part I).
https://trialsitenews.com/the-global-disinformation-campaign-against-ivermectin-in-covid-19-part-i/
Population-wide Observational Study in Brazil: Prophylactic Use of Ivermectin Reduces COVID19 Mortality, Hospitalization & Infection. https://trialsitenews.com/population-wide-observationalstudy-in-brazil-prophylactic-use-of-ivermectin-reduces-covid-19-mortality-hospitalization-infection/
Bombshell: New Zealand Pays $1000 to Doctors For Euthanizing COVID-19 Patients.
infowars.com/posts/bombshell-new-zealand-pays-1000-to-doctors-for-euthanizing-covid-19-patients/
A Myth is Born: How CDC, FDA, and Media Wove a Web of Ivermectin Lies That Outlives The
Truth. https://rescue.substack.com/p/a-myth-is-born-how-cdc-fda-and-media “New Mexico officials
admit they were wrong: Two people died from covid. NOT from ivermectin. Yet the CDC generated the
nation's highest health alert and a thousand fake headlines on false cases.”

•

COVID 19 and the Deification of Government.
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2022/01/covid_19_and_the_deification_of_government.html “The
rocky road this nation has traveled over the past 22 months has given rise to a severe loss of credibility for the
government and the scientific/medical community. But more importantly, these months of COVID hysteria
have brought out into the open a fundamental question about the ethos of the American people, their leaders
and the future of the nation.”

•

Why Have They Done This to the Children? https://brownstone.org/articles/why-have-they-done-this-tothe-children/ “There are several easy-to-see indications that much of the world’s response to Covid-19 is
indeed disproportionate fear rather than a rational response…”
Related
• More Kids Dying From Vaccines Than From COVID, Nurse Tells Louisiana Lawmakers.
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/kids-dying-vaccines-colette-martin-nurse-louisiana/
• Most Underreported Story of 2021? The ‘Crushing Impact’ of COVID Policies on Kids.
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/jan-crawford-face-the-nation-impact-covid-policies-kids/
• ‘Think Twice Before You Vaccinate Your Kids,’ Dr. Robert Malone Warns Parents on COVID-19
Shots. https://www.theepochtimes.com/think-twice-before-you-vaccinate-your-kids-dr-robert-malonewarns-parents-on-covid-19-shots_4193975.html
• Children Are Dying From COVID [Jabs], Lockdowns, and Overdoses.
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2022/01/06/impact-of-covid-policies-on-children.aspx
Story-at-a-glance:
• Children have, by far, the lowest risk for serious COVID-19 infection; COVID policies have therefore
had an outsized impact on children and teens
• Suicide attempts among girls rose 51% in 2021
• Between 2019 and 2020, adolescent overdose mortality rose from 2.35 per 100,000 to 4.58 per
100,000, a 94.3% increase
• Fentanyl fatalities among teens nearly tripled between 2019 to 2020, and represented 76.6% of
adolescent overdose deaths in 2021
• Children’s health is also being decimated by COVID jab mandates. A declaration signed by 16,000
doctors and scientists calls for the elimination of all COVID jab mandates for children
• Dr. Peter McCullough: Healthy Children Do Not Need to Be Vaccinated Against COVID-19.
https://www.theepochtimes.com/dr-peter-mccullough-healthy-children-do-not-need-to-be-vaccinatedagainst-covid-19_4197517.html “McCullough, a leading cardiologist and epidemiologist, told The Epoch
Times that in 2021, 600 children died after infection from the COVID-19 virus (the previous year about
600 died from other respiratory viruses like respiratory syncytial virus or influenza), but were also known
to have other severe illnesses like cystic fibrosis, lung disease, congenital heart-lung disease, or cancer. He
cited a study by Dr. Marty Makary from Johns Hopkins University who carried out an analysis. “They
think, maybe they can find one child who actually died of COVID-19 who was previously healthy,” said
McCullough.”
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•

•

The Real Reason They Want to Give COVID Jabs to Kids.
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2022/01/09/comirnaty-emergency-use-authorization.aspx
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola of interview with Alix Mayer at
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Npxld717Uxd2/ Story at-a-glance:
• The reason our children are being targeted by COVID mandates is because vaccine makers want to get
the shots onto the childhood vaccination schedule
• Once a vaccine is added to the childhood schedule, the vaccine maker is shielded from financial
liability for injuries, unless the manufacturer knows about vaccine safety issues and withholds that
information
• Products must satisfy four criteria in order to get emergency use authorization: There must be an
emergency; a vaccine must be at least 30% to 50% effective; the known and potential benefits of the
product must outweigh the known and potential risks of the product; and there can be no adequate,
approved and available alternative treatments (drugs or vaccines). Unless all four criteria are met, EUA
cannot be granted or maintained
• According to a U.S. federal court decision, the Pfizer shot and BioNTech’s Comirnaty are not
interchangeable
• Comirnaty is not fully approved and licensed. It’s only “ready for approval.” Comirnaty is licensed to
be manufactured, introduced into state commerce and marketed, but it's not licensed to be given to
anyone, and it's not yet available in the United States. They’re waiting for it to be added to the
childhood vaccination schedule, to get the liability shield
Great Britain: Excess Mortality Among Children After Vaccine Rollout.
https://rairfoundation.com/great-britain-excess-mortality-among-children-after-vaccine-rollout/ “Deaths of
children have been on the rise since the UK started vaccinating teenagers from the age of 12 and older. The
risk-benefit analysis raises serious doubts about injecting this age group with the experimental drug.”
CDC Not Investigating Myocarditis Death of 13-Year-Old Days After Pfizer Shot, Emails Reveal.
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cdc-not-investigating-myocarditis-death-jacob-clynick-pfizervaccine/
Welcome to the new normal: 13-year-olds dying from cardiac arrest.
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/welcome-to-the-new-normal-13-year
What to do if you child gets infected with COVID. https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/what-to-do-ifyou-child-gets-infected. “I discovered this handy guide from a local school system. It is not based on any
science, but parents are expected to follow it.”
Will The Covid Generation Forgive Us For Allowing State-Mandated Child Abuse?
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/01/will-covid-generation-forgive-us-allowing-state-mandatedchild-abuse/ “For two years, children have been terrorized with fear, isolated from their friends, denied an
education, forced to wear useless and dehumanizing masks, and denied their athletic and artistic pursuits.
They were taught to view everyone around them as a deadly bio-hazard and warned that if they didn’t go
along with all the rules they might kill Grandma. They were even denied in-person treatment for mental
health and social support services.”
Children at Risk for Lifelong Health Problems From COVID Vaccine.
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/children-risk-lifelong-health-problems-covid-vaccine/
“Story at-a-glance:
• According to Collette Martin, a practicing nurse who testified before a Louisiana Health and Welfare
Committee hearing Dec. 6, 2021, children are having “terrifying” reactions to the COVID shot, yet
her concerns are simply dismissed.
• The average number of adverse event reports following vaccination for the past 10 years has been
about 39,000 annually, with an average of 155 deaths. That’s for all available vaccines combined. The
COVID jabs alone now account for 983,756 adverse event reports as of Dec. 17, 2021, including
20,622 deaths — and this doesn’t include the underreporting factor, which we know is significant.
• Children are at risk for potentially lifelong health problems from the jab. Myocarditis (heart
inflammation) has emerged as one of the most common problems, especially among boys and young
men.
• Myocarditis is inversely correlated to age, so the risk gets higher the younger you are. The risk is also
dose-dependent, with boys having a six-fold greater risk of myocarditis following the second dose.
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British data show deaths among teenagers have spiked since that age group became eligible for the
COVID shots. Between the week ending June 26 and the week ending Sept. 18, 2020, 148 deaths
were reported among 15- to 19-year-olds. During those same weeks in 2021, 217 deaths occurred in
that age group — an increase of 47%.
7-Year-Old Dies 11 Days After Pfizer Shot, VAERS Report Shows.
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaers-cdc-child-dies-pfizer-covid-vaccine/
CDC: There is no stopping condition. https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/there-is-no-stopping-condition
“I asked the CDC for the stopping condition for the COVID vaccines: you know, like how many kids have
to die before they pull the plug, etc. Do you want to know what they said? …. I received no reply. They
didn’t even acknowledge the email.”
Medical Technocracy: Then They Came For The Children. https://www.technocracy.news/medicaltechnocracy-then-they-came-for-the-children/ “What kind of monsters can stand silently by and watch the
intentional medical abuse and death of innocent children? More children have died from the EUA mRNA
shots than have died of COVID itself. Hospital nurses are screaming out the truth as legislators and
regulators turn a deaf ear. Welcome to Technocracy.”
Teenaged Girl Suffers Fatal Heart Attack Months After Receiving COVID Jab.
https://www.redvoicemedia.com/2022/01/teenaged-girl-suffers-fatal-heart-attack-months-after-receivingcovid-jab-video/ “A 14-year-old Israeli American girl who suffered from preexisting conditions reportedly
passed away back in October five months after having received a single dose of the COVID jab. Now,
three months after her passing, her parents have decided to speak out and are urging the public to not give
their children the COVID jab.”

•

Pfizer to Buy Arena Pharmaceuticals in $6.7 Billion Deal. Arena Stock Soars.
https://www.barrons.com/articles/pfizer-arena-pharmaceuticals-acquisition-51639396154?redirect=amp Per
Dr. Tenpenny via Telegram on 5 January, “Two days ago Pfizer acquired Arena pharmaceuticals. They
specialize in cardiac arrest medication.”

•

American and Southwest Airlines' CEOs want to end mask mandates aboard flights despite surge of
new Omicron cases across the US. https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10314737/AmericanSouthwest-Airlines-CEOs-say-dont-think-travelers-forced-wear-masks.html

•

Biden’s $137 million Covid test strip factory deal reveals scary truth about pandemic expectations.
https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-01-05-covid-test-strip-factory-pandemic-expectations.html “In bad news
for anyone who was hoping the pandemic would end soon, the Biden administration apparently has reason to
believe that the U.S. will need tens of millions of COVID-19 tests three years from now as the president
recently signed a new contract related to test strip production.”

•

Forcing People Into COVID Vaccines Ignores Important Scientific Information. December 14, 2021.
By Harvey Risch, Robert Malone, and Byram Bridle. https://thefederalist.com/2021/12/14/forcing-peopleinto-covid-vaccines-ignores-important-scientific-information/. “The attacks on free speech and science are
unrelenting. Academic publisher Elsevier’s suppression of an article documenting the myocarditis risk of the
COVID-19 vaccines, with no excuse or pretext offered, is incredible enough. Viewed alongside Twitter’s
censorship of the American Heart Association, YouTube’s suppression of a panel discussion of vaccine
mandates on Capitol Hill, and the Orwellian call by National Institutes of Health Director Francis Collins for
critics of the government’s COVID-19 policies to be “brought to justice,” the trend is positively chilling.
Now more than ever, we need substantive debate about decisions that affect the health of hundreds of
millions of people, including views counter to official positions. Instead, we have National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases Director Anthony Fauci’s absurd claim “I represent science” as proof of how
one-dimensional our COVID-19 policymaking has become.”
Related
• Forcing People Into COVID Vaccines Ignores Important Scientific Information.
https://www.freedomforumcanada.com/forcing_people_into_covid_vaccines_ignores_important_scientifi
c_information, “Three well known, knowledgeable, but often censored scientific experts in epidemiology,
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mRNA technology, and viral immunology have authored a paper arguing that now, more than ever, we
need substantive debate about decisions that affect the health of hundreds of millions of people, including
views which run counter to official positions. These sorts of debates were once called "peer review" and
considered an essential component of the scientific methodology.”
•

CDC admits PCR tests are a fraud… so what about the last two years, then?
https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-01-04-cdc-admits-pcr-tests-fraud.html “The U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) is finally admitting that PCR tests have no place in trying to detect the
presence of the Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) inside a person’s body. Rochelle Walensky, the fake federal
agency’s top dog, told ABC News in a recent interview that the ‘new science’ shows that PCR tests do not
work, and the government is no longer using them. ‘With all of that science together, we moved forward
with isolation recommendations of five days of isolation followed by five days in a mask,” Walensky
explained about the new guidelines (watch the interview below). Now the question of why we didn’t include
a test there is simply because we know that PCRs can stay positive for up to 12 weeks. So we would have
people in isolation for a very long time if we were relying on PCRs.’”
Related
• CDC Drops the RT-PCR Test as It Doesn’t Differentiate COVID-19 & Influenzas
https://trialsitenews.com/cdc-drops-the-rt-pcr-test-as-it-doesnt-differentiate-covid-19-influenzas/ “After
December 31, 2021, the CDC will withdraw the emergency use authorization of the PCR test for COVID19 testing. The CDC finally admitted the test does not differentiate between the flu and COVID virus.”

•

Mayo Clinic fires unvaccinated employees amid labor shortage. As of late October, there were about
8,000 unvaccinated Mayo Clinic employees. https://alphanews.org/mayo-clinic-fires-unvaccinatedemployees-amid-labor-shortage/ “The world-famous Mayo Clinic, headquartered in Minnesota, fired its
unvaccinated employees on Monday. This decision comes as the latest data appear to show that the COVID19 vaccine doesn’t stop its recipients from contracting or transmitting the virus. In many countries, vaccinated
people even seem to suffer a higher per-capita infection rate than their unvaccinated peers.”

•

U. of Washington Medicine Town Hall, 12-29-21.
https://mediasite.hs.washington.edu/Mediasite/Play/eca82899471d462bab37b8062bcf15081d. Go to minute
marker 11:13 and hear how a “tsunami of Covid cases” among vaccinated healthcare workers has now hit the
University of Washington and they say they are seeing numbers among vaccinated like they’ve never seen
before. All the unvexed staff have been fired for months.

•

Why Are They Changing the COVID Narrative? https://uncoverdc.com/2022/01/04/why-are-theychanging-the-covid-narrative/
Related
• Democrat Governor Admits COVID Hospitalization May Be Inflated By 50%, Makes Move To
Change Count. https://www.dailywire.com/news/democrat-governor-admits-covid-hospitalization-maybe-inflated-by-50-makes-move-to-change-count. Governor Kathy Hochul (D-NY) admitted Monday that
hospitalizations in New York are likely being over counted by as much as 50%.

Added 4 January 2022
•

1 million COVID-vaccine injuries now reported on CDC's database. https://www.wnd.com/2022/01/1million-covid-vaccine-injuries-now-reported-cdc-database/ “However, many physicians and scientists
believe the true figures are much higher. Physicians who sued the FDA for documents related to clinical
trials for Pfizer's COVID-19 vaccine estimate the true numbers are five times higher. A recent study led by
a researcher at Columbia University estimated the actual figures are higher by a factor of 20. If the
underreporting factor is correct, it would mean that there are nearly 400,000 deaths due to COVID-19
vaccines.”
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Related
• 2021 COVID-19 Recap: 200 Million Vaccinated, 450,000 Dead.
https://www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_morningbrief/2021-covid-19-recap-200-million-vaccinated-450000dead_4190440.html “With the New Year’s Eve passing, 2021 is now the second year defined by the CCP
(Chinese Communist Party) virus pandemic and the global response to it. Compared to 2020, last year
was not only deadlier, but also more complicated. Issues such as virus variants, vaccine resistance, and
vaccine efficacy have come to the forefront. Mandatory vaccination went from a “conspiracy theory” to
official policy in a matter of months. Increasingly prominent were also legal battles over government
restrictions on the population, with approaches taken by different states further diverging.”
• 3-Year-Old Girl Dies After Covid Vaccine. https://brightlightnews.com/3-year-old-girl-dies-aftercovid-vaccine/
• Unprecedented: Deaths in Indiana for ages 18-64 are up 40%.
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/unprecedented-deatths-in-indiana-for “This is huge. Something is
killing healthy people at an unprecedented rate. It isn't COVID. Could it be the "safe and effective"
COVID vaccine? I think so. Here's why.”
• Life insurance companies sound DEATH ALERT warnings over nearly 100,000 excess deaths per
month happening right now in the USA. https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-01-03-life-insurancecompanies-sound-death-alert-warnings-over-excess-deaths-covid.html
• Risk of Myopericarditis following COVID-19 mRNA vaccination in a Large Integrated Health
System: A Comparison of Completeness and Timeliness of Two Methods.
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.12.21.21268209v1 From CoVid Truth Network on
Telegram: “In new preprint, researchers from Kaiser Permanente in Oregon show how rates of postvaccine myocarditis may be underestimated by just using ICD10 diagnosis codes currently used by VSD
(the official surveillance network). ‘We identified that the encounter text description methodology
identified approximately twice as many cases of myopericarditis following COVID-19 mRNA
vaccination.’ For males following the 2nd dose the rate was found to be 537.1 per million or 1-in-1,862.”
• The Australian government has admitted there have been at least 79,000 COVID-19 vaccine side
effects and is now offering compensation to those seriously injured
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pYFUHQJXjdo
• The BBC won’t tell you that 4 in 5 Covid-19 Deaths in past month were among the Triple/Double
Vaccinated according to Official Data. https://dailyexpose.uk/2021/12/30/bbc-wont-tell-you-4-in-5covid-deaths-vaccinated/
• Official German Government data suggests the Fully Vaccinated will develop Acquired
Immunodeficiency Syndrome by the end of January 2022. https://dailyexpose.uk/2022/01/02/germangov-data-suggests-fully-vaccinated-developing-ade/ ‘German Government Data for the alleged Omicron
variant of Covid-19, suggests that most of the “fully vaccinated” will have full blown Covid-19 vaccine
induced acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) by the end of January 2022, after confirming that
the immune systems of the fully vaccinated have already degraded to an average of minus 87%.”
• S2 Subunit of SARS-nCoV-2 Interacts with Tumor Suppressor Protein p53 and BRCA: an In Silico
Study. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7324311/ Analysis by Dr. Christina Parks via
Telegram: “New evidence is showing that the mRNA vaccines may reprogram the immune system in
ways that are permissive for cancer growth. Even more worrying, this new modeling study shows that the
spike protein has a high affinity for the anti-cancer proteins, p53 and BRCA 1/2. These data show that it
is likely that the spike protein (produced by the vaccines) may be binding to and inactivating these tumorsuppressor genes in the body. p53 is perhaps the gene whose activity is the most important in the body for
preventing cancer. Its role is to make sure that all damage to DNA has been properly repaired prior to cell
division. If damage is too extensive to be repaired, it signals the cell to commit suicide. BRCA 1/2 play a
similar role in breast tissue. Clearly, the inactivation of these genes will lead to cells with DNA mutations
continuing to divide and prosper, one of the most important steps in the development of cancer. More
research to determine if these interactions are actually taking place in the cells of people with Covid or
who have been vaccinated is urgently needed.”
• Doctors Warn of Vaccine Damages in Patients: 'People Are Being Deceived'.
https://rairfoundation.com/doctors-warn-of-vaccine-damages-in-patients-people-are-being-deceived-
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video/ “They have had more deaths from this one shot since it has rolled out than they have in the last
thirty years in VAERS reporting.”
We’ve Never Seen Vaccine Injuries on This Scale — Why Are Regulatory Agencies Hiding COVID
Vaccine Safety Signals? Published August 12, 2021. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaccineinjuries-regulatory-agencies-hiding-covid-safety-data/
Columbia study: True U.S. COVID vaccine death count is 400,000.
https://www.wnd.com/2021/12/4968311/. The CDC's latest count of deaths attributed to COVID-19
vaccines is nearly 20,000, but a study by researchers at Columbia University estimates the actual number
is 20 times higher.
Bhakdi/Burkhardt pathology results show 93% of people who died after being vaccinated were
killed by the vaccine. https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/bhakdiburkhardt-pathology-results “Summary:
The vaccines are bad news. Fifteen bodies were examined (all died from 7 days to 6 months after
vaccination). The coroner or the public prosecutor didn’t associate the vaccine as the cause of death in
any of the cases. However, further examination revealed that the vaccine was implicated in the deaths of
14 of the 15 cases. The most attacked organ was the heart (in all of the people who died), but other organs
were attacked as well. The implications are potentially enormous resulting in millions of deaths. The
vaccines should be immediately halted.” Reference Study: On COVID vaccines: why they cannot
work, and irrefutable evidence of their causative role in deaths after vaccination. Sucharit Bhakdi,
MD and Arne Burkhardt, MD. https://doctors4covidethics.org/on-covid-vaccines-why-they-cannot-workand-irrefutable-evidence-of-their-causative-role-in-deaths-after-vaccination/
Bombshell: Vaccinated people are dying from autoimmune attacks against their own organs.
https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-01-03-vaccinated-people-dying-from-autoimmune-attacks-againstown-organs.html
Mother of Maddie de Garay, speaks out about her 13 year old daughter’s life altering injuries from
Pfizer’s Covid vaccine. https://trialsitenews.com/mother-of-maddie-de-garay-speaks-out-about-her-13year-old-daughters-life-altering-injuries-from-pfizers-covid-vaccine/ “In late July 2020, the US-based
Pfizer-BioNTech phase 3 trial of adolescents aged 12-15 years began, 1131 were administered two-doses
of the vaccine and 1129 were given a placebo. Maddie de Garay, aged 12 at the time, was one of the
1131. Stephanie, her mother, shares Maddie’s heart-breaking story of how her daughter can barely see,
suffers from tinnitus, mobility issues, vomiting, blood in her urine, numbness in her body, and has at least
10-20 seizures a day.”

•

How Bad is My Batch? http://www.howbad.info/. Batch codes and associated deaths, disabilities and
illnesses for Covid 19 Vaccines

•

What the VAERS Data Tell Us About COVID Jab Safety. Jessica Rose, PhD. (1 hr 30 min video).
https://www.bitchute.com/video/a5UmRy0IOgDo /

Related
• Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola, https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2022/01/02/vaerscovid-data.aspx (48 link expires 4 January 20200). “Jessica Rose, Ph.D., a research fellow at the Institute
for Pure and Applied Knowledge in Israel, has taken a deep-dive into the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Events
Reporting System (VAERS), and in this interview she shares the details of what she’s finding. Story at a
glance:
• The U.S. Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) is among the best adverse event data
collection systems in the world, but it's antiquated and difficult to use. Still, it’s a good way to detect
safety signals that weren't detected during premarket testing or clinical trials
• There are unmistakable, unprecedented safety signals in VAERS for the COVID shots. While the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention claim no deaths
can be attributed to the COVID jabs, it’s impossible to discount 8,986 deaths in the U.S. territories
alone, reported as of November 26, 2021
• The estimated underreporting factor for COVID jab injuries in VAERS is between 31 and 100, so the
actual death toll in the U.S. could be anywhere from 278,500 to 898,600
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There’s a strong safety signal for female reproductive issues and for heart inflammation (myocarditis)
in young men and boys. VAERS data show an inverse relationship between myocarditis and age, with
youths being more frequently affected than older men
VAERS data are being deleted without explanation. Each week, about 100 or so reports are routinely
deleted, so there are now thousands of inexplicably missing reports”

COVID ‘Mass Formation Psychosis’ Admittedly Used by Governments as Tool of Population
Control. https://summit.news/2022/01/03/mass-formation-psychosis-admittedly-used-by-governments-astool-of-population-control/ https://summit.news/2022/01/03/mass-formation-psychosis-admittedly-usedby-governments-as-tool-of-population-control/ “Dr. Robert Malone’s assertions about “mass formation
psychosis” in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic are underscored by the fact that authorities in the
UK admitted to using “totalitarian” methods of “mind control” to instill fear in the population.”

Related
• MUST WATCH: Dr. Robert Malone Drops BOMBSHELLS During Much-Anticipated Interview
With Joe Rogan – Says Federal Government is “Lawless” and Actively “Violating the Nuremberg
Code” https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/12/must-watch-dr-robert-malone-drops-bombshellsmuch-anticipated-interview-joe-rogan-says-federal-government-lawless-actively-violating-nurembergcode/ “During his [MUST WATCH] interview on JRE, Dr. Malone dropped bombshell after bombshell
on the corrupt establishment – From public officials covering up known early treatments – to serious
conflicts of interest between the medical elites and those who are supposedly holding them accountable –
all the way up to federal cash bribes to healthcare facilities in exchange for Covid death receipts – he did
not hold back.”
• Dr. Fauci Article Reveals His Actual Covid Agenda: ‘Radical Changes’ That ‘May Take Decades
To Achieve’ https://thetruereporter.com/dr-fauci-article-reveals-his-actual-covid-agenda-radical-changesthat-may-take-decades-to-achieve/
• Top health official: We misled parents to scare them into vaccinating kids.
https://www.wnd.com/2021/12/top-health-official-misled-parents-scare-vaccinating-kids/ “New York
state's acting health commissioner admitted at a news conference with Democratic Gov. Kathy Hochul
that she misled parents about the magnitude of hospitalizations for COVID-19 among children,
explaining she raised fears of a concerning trend to ‘motivate’ them to get their children vaccinated. Dr.
Mary Bassett acknowledged Monday that the number of children hospitalized at the time due to the
coronavirus was low, about 50, and remained low. ‘It really was to motivate pediatricians and families to
seek the protection of vaccination,’ she said.”
• Omicron Origin: How Is This Not Being Discussed? First known Omicron cases discovered in
Botswana were found in “foreign nationals on a diplomatic mission.”
https://spaceworms.substack.com/p/omicron-origin-how-is-this-not-being “The dominant theory
surrounding the new Omicron variant’s abnormal mutations posits that they likely emerged after
incubating in an immuno-compromised person for many months. While this theory does have precedence,
there is troubling evidence of a different origin.”
• CDC Director Walensky Says Updated Covid Guidance Based on What Agency “Thought People
Would be Able to Tolerate” https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/12/cdc-director-walensky-saysupdated-covid-guidance-based-agency-thought-people-able-tolerate-video/. (Editor’s Note: I thought we
were following the science?)
• Gates, Fauci, and Daszak charged with Genocide in Court Filing.
https://www.thedesertreview.com/opinion/columnists/gates-fauci-and-daszak-charged-with-genocide-incourt-filing/article_76c6081c-61b8-11ec-ae59-7718e6d063ed.html “In a stunning 46-page legal filing to
the International Criminal Court on December 6, an intrepid attorney and seven applicants accused
Anthony Fauci, Peter Daszak, Melinda Gates, William Gates III, and twelve others of numerous
violations of the Nuremberg Code. These included various crimes against humanity and war crimes as
defined by the Rome Statutes, Articles 6, 7, 8, 15, 21, and 53.”
• Earlier Comments By Vaccine Advocate Raises Eyebrows.
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/12/covid-vaccines-part-plan-deal-climate-change-reducingpopulation-growth/ “Bill Gates did a TED Talk in 2010 with the title, Innovating to Zero. In the course
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of that talk Gates said the following: First, we’ve got population. The world today has 6.8 billion people.
That’s headed up to about nine billion. Now, if we do a really great job on new vaccines, health care,
reproductive health services, we could lower that by, perhaps, 10 or 15 percent. But there, we see an
increase of about 1.3.”
•

MUST WATCH. The Powerful Pfizer Presentation That Got Dr. Robert Malone Kicked Off
Twitter. Pfizer's own vaccine trial data shows an INCREASED risk of illness and death for the
vaccinated. https://kanekoa.substack.com/p/the-powerful-pfizer-presentation

Related
• Twitter PERMANENTLY Suspends mRNA Vaccine Inventor Dr. Robert Malone After Tweeting
About the mRNA Vaccines – The Day Before He Goes on with Joe Rogan.
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/12/ready-just-twitter-permanently-suspends-mrna-inventor-drrobert-malone-tweeting-evidence-showing-vaccines-cause-illness-prevent-just-one-day-set-app
• World Council for Health Calls for an Immediate Stop to the Covid-19 Experimental “Vaccines”
https://worldcouncilforhealth.org/campaign/covid-19-vaccine-cease-and-desist/
• World Council for Health Reveals Spike Protein Detox.
https://truthbasedmedia.com/2021/12/22/world-council-for-health-reveals-spike-protein-detox/
STORY-AT-A-GLANCE
• If you had COVID-19 or received a COVID-19 injection, you may have dangerous spike proteins
circulating in your body
• Spike proteins can circulate in your body after infection or injection, causing damage to cells, tissues
and organs
• The World Council for Health has released a spike protein detox guide, which provides
straightforward steps you can take to potentially lessen the effects of toxic spike protein in your body
• Spike protein inhibitors and neutralizers include pine needles, ivermectin, neem, N-acetylcysteine
(NAC) and glutathione
• The top 10 spike protein detox essentials include vitamin D, vitamin C, nigella seed, quercetin, zinc,
curcumin, milk thistle extract, NAC, ivermectin and magnesium
•

DC announces vaccine passport system that will take effect just days before 2022 March for Life.
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/dc-announces-vaccine-passport-system-that-will-take-effect-just-daysbefore-2022-march-for-life/ “Beginning on January 15, the Washington, D.C., government will require
proof of COVID-19 vaccination for entry into indoor public spaces, including restaurants, bars, theaters,
gyms, and meeting and convention spaces. The stringent new measures announced by the D.C.
Department of Health are set to take effect just a few days before the 2022 National March for Life on
January 21, and the Defeat the Mandates March in D.C. on January 23.”

Related
• PAPERS, PLEASE! Mother and child kicked out of New York City restaurant by police because
young boy had no covid vaccine passport. https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-01-01-mother-childkicked-out-restaurant-vaccine-passport.html
• Italy Considering Completely Banning Unvaccinated From Workplaces.
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2022/01/04/italy-considering-completely-banning-unvaccinated-fromworkplaces/
• Netherlands Announces Plan To Give People Up to Six Doses of COVID Vaccine.
https://www.newsweek.com/netherlands-vaccination-booster-coronavirus-covid-shot-1664296
• ‘Will be Used Whether We Like it or Not’ – Developer of Covid Microchip Says There’s No
Stopping Roll-Out. https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/01/will-used-whether-like-not-developercovid-microchip-says-no-stopping-roll/
• Texas Becomes Seventh State to Decline Vaccine Mandate Enforcement for National Guard.
https://bigleaguepolitics.com/texas-becomes-seventh-state-to-decline-vaccine-mandate-enforcement-fornational-guard/
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•

In His New Year’s Eve Address, French President Emmanuel Macron Calls For The ‘Sure Shot’
Solution Of Mass Vaccinations For Global Plannedemic. https://www.nowtheendbegins.com/in-hisnew-years-eve-address-french-president-emmanuel-macron-calls-for-the-sure-shot-solution-of-massvaccinations-for-global-plannedemic/
New York Legislation Provides for Indefinite Detention of Unvaccinated at Governor’s Whim.
https://thenationalpulse.com/2021/12/18/new-york-legislation-provides-for-indefinite-detention-ofunvaccinated-at-governors-whim/
206 Marines Kicked Out for Refusing COVID-19 Vaccines.
https://www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_morningbrief/206-marines-kicked-out-for-refusing-covid-19vaccines_4186665.html
Creepy, Babbling Biden's Freudian Slip Hints Of Military Actions Against The American People
As Trains Full Of Military Tanks Are Seen Across America And 'Assets' Are 'Pre-Positioned'
https://allnewspipeline.com/The_Freudian_Slip_We_Should_Pay_Close_Attention_To.php
South Africa Asks J&J, Pfizer to Stop Sending Vaccines.
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-11-24/s-africa-wants-j-j-pfizer-vaccine-delivery-delaynews24-says
Is Mass Vaccination with Pfizer Faltering Israel? Massive Surge of Cases Despite Widespread
Boosts Over the Summer & Fall Spell Real Trouble. https://trialsitenews.com/is-mass-vaccinationwith-pfizer-failing-israel-massive-surge-of-cases-despite-widespread-boosts-over-the-summer-fall-spellreal-trouble/ “Israel, one of the world’s most vaccinated places, now heads into yet another surge as
infections grow exponentially daily. A massive booster program occurred during the late summer and into
the fall as breakthrough infections due to the Delta variant raised serious questions about the mass
vaccination program in the first place. TrialSite reported on some hospitals reporting that most of their
admissions were vaccinated. At least over 65% of the population is vaccinated with nearly half the nation’s
population receiving a booster dose. According to one data point, enough doses have been administered
there to fully vaccinate over 90% of the population. Hesitancy slowly grows, however, due to a confluence
of elements TrialSite goes into below. While the vaccines have led to lower death and hospitalization rates,
a major premise behind vaccine passports and segmenting the vaccinated from unvaccinated is the ability
to stop infection and transmission.

Related
• First Case of “FluRona” Detected in Almost-Fully Vaxxed Israel, Virus is Supposedly a Hybrid
Flu-Coronavirus – Here We Go Again. https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/01/first-case-fluronadetected-almost-fully-vaxxed-israel-virus-supposedly-hybrid-flu-coronavirus-go/
• Israel Approves 4th COVID-19 Vaccine Dose for Immunosuppressed People.
https://resistthemainstream.org/israel-approves-4th-covid-19-vaccine-dose-for-immunosuppressedpeople/
• SARS-CoV-2 Omicron VOC Transmission in Danish Households.
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.12.27.21268278v1.full Comment from Dr. Lynn Fynn
via Telegram on 3 January 2022. “The irrational push for a booster knowing full well the vaccine is not
suited for Omicron tells me the coercion is intentional in order to perpetuate this madness. Unvaccinated
1.17x more contagious; 2x vaccinated 2.61x more contagious’ 3x vaccinated 3.66x more contagious.”
• Booster efficacy (or lack thereof) visualization. https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/booster-efficacy-orlack-thereof “This video has a nice visualization of how well the booster works over time. This is based
on UK government data. No surprises here: the booster is mostly helping the virus.”
• Nearly Half of Omicron Cases in Houston Hospital System Among Vaccinated: Study.
https://www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_morningbrief/nearly-half-of-omicron-cases-in-houston-hospitalsystem-among-vaccinated-study_4191105.html
• COVID Vaccine Booster Efficacy Against Infection May Fade Quickly.
https://www.medpagetoday.com/special-reports/exclusives/96412
• Triple Vaccinated 40–49-year-olds are 10.3x more likely to catch Omicron than the Unvaccinated
according to ONS and UK Gov. Figures. https://dailyexpose.uk/2021/12/29/triple-vaccinated-10-timesmore-likely-to-catch-omicron/
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Pandemic of the unvaccinated? No way. Remember the Harvard study showed the more you vaccinate,
the higher the cases. Here's more proof. https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/pandemic-of-the-unvaccinated
In Ontario, the rate (per 100k by vax status) of vaxxed COVID-19 cases has exceeded the
unvaccinated for the first time. The vaxxed also now occupy more hospital beds than the unvaxxed.
Dr. Christina Parks via Telegram on 31 December 2021. Source: https://covid-19.ontario.ca/data
Biden Begs: Take the Vaccine While a Growing Number of Reasonable Americans Ask, “Who is the
Threat?” https://trialsitenews.com/biden-begs-take-the-vaccine-while-a-growing-number-of-reasonableamericans-ask-who-is-the-threat/ “In the December 21 speech, “Remarks by President Biden on the Fight
Against COVID-19 DECEMBER 21, 2021,” our president repeats and spreads half-truths that don’t
address the current comprehensive set of COVID-19 facts. He tries to explain the fact that, along with
vaccinations, cases have climbed dramatically. No one can claim to know exactly why or otherwise prove
it with evidence. Some suggest the unvaccinated represent a reservoir for the pathogen, yet numerous
studies now show that after a few months, the vaccinated are prone to transmitting the disease as well. Yet
another countervailing point of view suggests the vaccines represent a sort of variant driver—just like
blanket society-wide antibiotics may have led to resistant bacteria. Pointing to an “upheaval” in our lives,
POTUS fails to address the level to which the virus-remediation strategies have caused more problems
than they solved. This means he doesn’t take accountability for mounting widespread crises–from labor
shortages in key frontline professionals such as healthcare to inflation and the continuing chasm between
the wealthy and the poor. In some health markets as many as 30% of the health care professionals such as
nurses have either dropped out of the labor market or have been processed out due to the vaccine
mandates. POTUS declared that we are tougher than the virus, “because we have the power of science and
vaccines….” Addressing omicron, Biden notes that if you “are not fully vaccinated, you have good reason
to be concerned. You’re at a high risk of getting sick.” He also argues that the unvaccinated are likely to
spread the virus, although science has shown that the vaccinated can, in fact, also spread the COVID-19
virus. President Biden seemingly spreads the very misinformation he accuses so many others of
promoting. Ignoring the counterbalance of the numbers of folks with a bad or ineffective vaccine reaction,
he posits that, “Almost everyone who has died from COVID-19 in the past many months has been
unvaccinated.” Yet with skyrocketing cases in heavily vaccinated communities, not to mention growing
breakthrough infections, even Bill Gates went on the record to declare the vaccines don’t stop viral
transmission. Yes, of course, the data indicate they reduce hospitalization and death–but with some
countries moving to the fourth booster, now one must wonder if this continues would such continuous
boosters be healthy? Biden turns out to be like many career politicians—but as far as vision, leadership,
and the ability to bring people from different walks of life together during a major crisis—the current
POTUS gets a failing grade just as much as the previous one. Are Americans that far apart or is the
leadership just bad?”

Related
• How the Biden administration could end vaccine hesitancy in just 4 hours (if they wanted to).
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/how-the-biden-administration-could “Vaccine hesitancy is a big
problem in America and it is getting worse with all the vaccine related deaths. But there is a simple way
to eliminate the problem. Debate us. I’ve asked the FDA yet again. They (again) ignored the offer as I
fully expected. Hiding the truth is essential.”
• Yale University Vaccine Messaging Study Establishes Blueprint for Targeting Vaccine Hesitance.
https://trialsitenews.com/yale-university-vaccine-messaging-study-establishes-blueprint-for-targetingvaccine-hesitance/ “Recently, Yale had a study result published that didn’t test a therapy or vaccine but
actually tested different messaging schemes based on an intention to drive greater vaccination while
minimizing vaccine hesitancy… This study tests the most effective messages to persuade the public to get
vaccinated with the COVID-19 vaccines. …No concern is given to the adverse effects of such
divisiveness on the welfare of society as a whole.”
• NY Gov. Hochul will bribe families with free ski tickets in return for vaccinating their kids aged
five to 11. https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10313497/NY-Gov-bribing-families-ski-ticketsvaccinate-kids-aged-five-11.html
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NYC announces door-to-door vaccination teams that will come to your house and pay you $100 to
take the death jab. https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-12-28-nyc-vaccination-teams-house-bribecovid-vaccine.html “In order to get more people “vaccinated” for the Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19),
New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio has announced the deployment of door-to-door vaccination teams.
Mostly poor people throughout the Big Apple will be targeted with de Blasio’s new scheme, which
involves offering $100 cash incentives to anyone who rolls up their sleeve for an injection. ‘A vaccination
team comes to you,’ de Blasio read from his script. ‘They can provide vaccination for the whole family.
The [vaccination] teams that come to your home have the ability to provide whatever help you need – and
the $100 incentive is available for every family member.’” See also De Blasio Bribes New Yorkers: A
Vaccination Team Can Come to Your House, Give Everyone in Your Family a Jab – And $100!
(article with 0:30 min video) https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/12/de-blasio-bribes-new-yorkersvaccination-team-can-come-house-give-everyone-family-jab-100-video/
[UK] COVID-19: Warning up to 40% of coronavirus vaccine appointments are no-shows.
https://news.sky.com/story/covid-19-warning-up-to-40-of-coronavirus-vaccine-appointments-are-noshows-12506606

•

Ben Shapiro’s ‘Epic Thread’ On What Media, Democrats Are Finally ‘Willing To Admit’
About COVID-19. https://www.dailywire.com/news/ben-shapiros-epic-thread-on-what-mediademocrats-are-finally-willing-to-admit-about-covid-19 “In the eight-tweet long thread, Shapiro listed ten
truths that have been repeatedly denied by those on the Left, but have since been admitted, including the
truth about cloth masks, overstated case-counts of COVID-19, what type of protection the vaccine actually
provides, and the people who are truly at risk for severe disease:
1. Cloth masks are ineffective against omicron
6. We have to take into account societal needs, not
(Leanna Wen, CNN)
just spread prevention (CDC)
2. The vaccinated can spread and get covid
7. The asymptomatic should not be tested (NFL)
3. The death rate is comparable to the flu
8. We should focus on hospitalizations and deaths,
(Chris Hayes);
not case rate (Biden)
4. Many people are entering hospitals with covid, not 9. Children are not at risk and schools should remain
from covid (Fauci)
open
5. Natural immunity is a reason omicron hasn’t been 10. Covid is predominantly an illness affecting the
as virulent (Fauci)
immunocompromised and elderly and we should not
shut down society.”
Related
• Vaccines don’t stop Covid hospitalizations or deaths. Alex Berenson via Telegram on 29 December,
2021. https://t.me/s/Alex_Berenson/851 “They never have, even at peak effectiveness. A huge US
database offers proof . Even at the peak of their protection earlier in 2021, Covid vaccines barely reduced
the risk of hospitalizations in vaccinated people who had “breakthrough” infections, new data show.
Vaccinated people in a study published Tuesday had a nearly 1 in 200 chance of requiring hospitalization
for Covid in the first six months after being “fully vaccinated.” That stunning risk came even though the
median age of people in the study was only 51, and most were relatively healthy. Deaths, ventilator use,
and other severe outcomes also occurred regularly in vaccinated people. The data comes from a study of
about 600,000 vaccinated Americans seen at over 100 academic medical centers…”
• COVID-19 Explained In 10 Sentences. https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/covid-19-explained-10sentences
• COVID scam falls apart; it’s over. https://canadafreepress.com/article/covid-scam-falls-apart-its-over

•

Dr. Peter McCullough: The Inexplicable Suppression of Hydroxychloroquine, Ivermectin, and
Other COVID-19 Treatments | PART 1. (1 hour 12 min video). https://www.theepochtimes.com/drpeter-mccullough-the-inexplicable-suppression-of-hydroxychloroquine-ivermectin-and-other-covid-19treatments-part-1_4186432.html ““There’s been no monthly review of new therapies. … No monthly
review of data safety and efficacy for the vaccines. Nothing. Americans for two years have been
stonewalled on any scientific information on COVID-19.” In this two-part interview, we sit down with Dr.
Peter McCullough, an internist, cardiologist, epidemiologist, and principal author of the first paper on early
20
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COVID-19 outpatient treatment involving multidrug regimens. We discuss the full body of evidence on
COVID-19 treatment, including a preventative method that may have stamped out COVID-19 in
Bangladesh. And with concerns growing about myocarditis and other effects of the vaccines, Dr.
McCullough breaks down what he’s seeing in the CDC’s Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System
(VAERS). How accurate is the VAERS system and how many reports are directly attributable to the
COVID-19 vaccines?”
Related
• Dr. McCullough: Outpatient Treatments for COVID-19 Have Been Suppressed.
https://www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_morningbrief/dr-mccollough-says-outpatient-treatments-for-covid19-have-been-suppressed_4189353.html
• Dilute Povidone-Iodine Nasal/Oral Washes for the Prevention and Treatment of COVID-19. By
Dr. Peter McCullough. https://www.americaoutloud.com/dilute-povidone-iodine-nasal-oral-washes-forthe-prevention-and-treatment-of-covid-19/
• Retrospective Study of Outcomes and Hospitalization Rates of Patients in Italy with a Confirmed
Diagnosis of Early COVID-19 and Treated at Home Within 3 Days or After 3 Days of Symptom
Onset with Prescribed and Non-Prescribed Treatments Between November 2020 and August 2021.
https://www.medscimonit.com/abstract/index/idArt/935379 From Dr. Peter McCullough via Telegram:
“This paper shows many different approaches relieve symptoms and by that mechanism reduce the risks
of hospitalization and death in C19.”
• Mayo Patient’s Family Begs Judge to Allow ‘Fighting Chance’ With Ivermectin.
https://www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_morningbrief/mayo-patients-family-begs-judge-to-allow-fightingchance-with-ivermectin_4184766.html
• Aaron Rodgers bombshell: NFL secretly administering derided COVID drugs.
https://www.wnd.com/2021/12/aaron-rodgers-bombshell-nfl-secretly-administering-derided-covid-drugs/
“’I do know, behind the scenes — this is 100% true — there are many teams who are recommending a lot
of the same treatments that I got for their players,’ Green Bay Packers quarterback Aaron Rodgers said in
an interview Tuesday with Pat McAfee's SirusXM show.”
•

Facemasks Are Not a Mere “Inconvenience” https://brownstone.org/articles/facemasks-are-not-a-mereinconvenience/

Related
• Child Masking Is Harmful, Unnecessary, Cruel, and Should End Immediately Experts Say…
https://www.unmaskyourchild.com/
•

Omicron is not Dangerous. Alex Berenson via Telegram. “…It’s a cold. The only risk it represents is
that our massive testing infrastructure is now disrupting society. If we made everyone with a cold test and
quarantine during the winter, we’d have lots of unnecessary economic, educational, and medical pain too.
The solution isn’t to pretend it’s dangerous. The solution is to stop testing for a cold.” Source document:
https://www.nejm.org/doi/suppl/10.1056/NEJMc2119270/suppl_file/nejmc2119270_appendix.pdf

Related
• One person in the US may have died from Omicron. https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/one-person-inthe-us-has-died-from. “On my weekly vaccine team call, I asked the group the question, “How many
people in the US have died from Omicron?” Everyone thought it was zero. They were wrong. Apparently
there might be one death, but it isn’t clear if they were killed by Omicron itself or simply died with
Omicron. I think it is the latter since the person already had COVID and recovered and he wasn’t
vaccinated (which would have depressed his immune system). This is not an isolated incident however.
There was also one other death case in the world: in the UK where a man died with Omicron (not from
Omicron). So two deaths in the world so far with Omicron…”
• "Omicron Death!" - Pandemic Pandemonia Reaches New Heights...
https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/tk-mashup-omicron-death
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•

COVID-19 Will Become ‘Just Another Cause of Common Cold’: UK Professor.
https://www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_morningbrief/covid-19-will-become-just-another-cause-ofcommon-cold-uk-professor_4180965.html “Paul Hunter, professor in medicine at the University of East
Anglia, told BBC Breakfast on Dec. 28: ‘COVID is only one virus of a family of coronaviruses, and the
other coronaviruses throw off new variants typically every year or so, and that’s almost certainly what’s
going to happen with COVID—it will become effectively just another cause of the common cold.’”
A rare opportunity to reset your immune system if you've already been jabbed.
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/a-rare-opportunity-to-reset-your “You have a rare opportunity to
change and get broader and more lasting immunity by using a “natural vaccine” named Omicron. It’s free
to get; no prescription required.”
Fauci Moves Goalposts Again, Says Shutting Down the Country is Bad For People’s Health.
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/12/fauci-moves-goalposts-says-shutting-country-bad-peopleshealth-video/ “Dr. Fauci moved the goalposts again as the CDC shifts policies to help Joe Biden and the
Democrats going into 2022. The CDC suddenly updated its Covid guidelines and took into consideration
the economic impact that long quarantine times and forced isolation has on society. A quick recap of the
CDC’s sudden shift in the last 48 hours after Biden said “there is no federal solution to Covid:
The CDC was wrong about Omicron and they suddenly shifted their guidelines on quarantine times in
just a matter of 24 hours.
The CDC on Monday recommended shorter Covid isolation and quarantine time for all Americans.
The CDC made the decision to cut isolation time from 10 to 5 days in an effort to help Joe Biden and
make sure there isn’t a total collapse of society under his watch.
The CDC withdrew the use of PCR tests for Covid and finally admitted the test cannot differentiate
between Covid and the flu.
The CDC also admitted testing at the end of isolation is no longer needed because the PCR and antigen
tests are faulty.”
Fauci Now Says Hospitals Are ‘Overcounting’ COVID-19 Cases In Children Because They
Automatically Get Tested. Sound Familiar? https://www.dailywire.com/news/fauci-now-sayshospitals-are-overcounting-covid-19-cases-in-children-because-they-automatically-get-tested-soundfamiliar “Dr. Anthony Fauci provided some insight regarding the accuracy of metrics used for counting
positive COVID-19 cases in children. On Wednesday night, Fauci told MSNBC’s Ayman Mohyeldin that
since all children are tested for COVID-19 when they enter a hospital, regardless of the reason they are
there, that many children are hospitalized “with COVID” rather than “because of COVID.” Because of
that, some COVID-19 cases can be “over counted,” Fauci said. Keen observers would note that many
people skeptical of the official COVID-19 count have argued that exact scenario was happening for quite
some time.”

Related
• Dr. Fauci: “If you Look at the Children That Are Hospitalized, Many of Them are Hospitalized
WITH Covid, as Opposed to BECAUSE of Covid” https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/12/drfauci-look-children-hospitalized-many-hospitalized-covid-opposed-covid-video/ “Dr. Fauci, Big Media
and the CDC have been lying about Covid the entire time. Dr. Fauci on Thursday said what we have
known to be true for nearly two years.”
• Ted Cruz Accuses Fauci of Playing Politics With COVID-19 After Recent Comment About
Hospitalized Children. https://resistthemainstream.org/ted-cruz-blasts-fauci-for-shifting-narrative-oncovid-19-hospitalized-children/
•

FAA Vaccine Policy Violates Its Own Rules, Attorneys and Doctors Say.
https://www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_morningbrief/faa-vaccine-policy-violates-its-own-rules-attorneysand-doctors-say_4179114.html?utm_source=Morningbrief. The FAA (Federal Aviation Administration)
is breaking its own rule that states pilots should not fly after having taken medications that have been
approved for less than a year, according to a group of attorneys, doctors, and other experts; including a
pilot who says his career ended due to adverse reactions from a vaccine.
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Related
• FAA Dangerously Ignores Its Own Guidelines – Clears Vaccinated Pilots to Fly Despite “Do Not
Issue—Do Not Fly” Policy. https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/12/faa-dangerously-ignoresguidelines-clears-vaccinated-pilots-fly-despite-not-issue-not-fly-policy/ “According to the FAA’s own
policy, pilots should not fly after having taken medications that have been approved for less than a year,
but the agency has systematically ignored those rules – clearing pilots to fly after waiting just two days
from their date of vaccination, without knowing the full scope of the long-term effects of these vaccines.”
•

CDC Sued for Withholding Post-Licensure V-safe Data on COVID-19 Vaccines
https://link.theepochtimes.com/mkt_app/cdc-sued-for-withholding-post-licensure-v-safe-data-on-covid-19vaccines_4186979.html “The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has been sued by
the Informed Consent Action Network (ICAN), which claims the agency is improperly withholding
COVID-19 v-safe data from the American public. In a statement on Dec. 29, the non-profit group said it
had filed a lawsuit (pdf) against the public health agency and the United States Department of Health and
Human Services to force it to produce de-identified post-licensure safety data for the COVID-19 vaccines
in the CDC’s v-safe system, to the public.””

Related
• FDA Lowers Age Range for Pfizer Booster Shot.
https://www.medpagetoday.com/infectiousdisease/covid19vaccine/96470 “Agency also shortens interval
between primary series and boosters for ages 12 and up.”
•

•

•
•
•
•

Pfizer Whistleblower Exposes Vaccine Data Cover-Up.
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/12/31/pfizer-whistleblower-exposes-vaccine-datacover-up.aspx (This is a temporary posting. Source video is at:
https://www.thelastamericanvagabond.com/brook-jackson-interview-pfizer-whistleblower-exposes-coverup-calling-vaccine-data-into-question/ ) “Story at a Glance:
According to Brook Jackson, a whistleblower who worked on Pfizer’s Phase 3 COVID jab trial, data were
falsified, patients were unblinded, the company hired poorly trained people to administer the injections,
and follow-up on reported side effects lagged way behind
The FDA did not follow up on Jackson’s complaint or investigate the allegations before granting full
licensing to Pfizer’s Comirnaty shot
FDA now wants 75 years to drip out the data it relied on to grant full licensing to Comirnaty
An adverse event report from Pfizer, covering December 2020 through the end of February 2021, shows
the shot causes severe and often long-term, unresolved injuries
Pfizer’s data also show the shot causes severe injuries in pregnant and nursing women. Based on these
data alone, which the FDA was aware of at the end of April 2021, the Pfizer shot should have been pulled
from the market.

•

Cribriform Plate Injury After Nasal Swab Testing for COVID-19.
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamaotolaryngology/fullarticle/2784128 “We present a case of
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) leak after skull base injury following nasal swab testing for COVID-19 in a
patient with a previously intact skull base.”

•

FDA Admits Home PCR Test Kits Contain Known ‘Hazardous’ Drug.
https://thelibertyloft.com/2021/12/28/fda-admits-home-pcr-test-kits-contain-known-hazardous-drug/

•

Fla. Surgeon General: Biden Admin Causing ‘Artificial Shortage’ of COVID Antibodies
https://headlineusa.com/fla-surgeon-general-biden-admin-causing-artificial-shortage-of-covid-antibodies/

Related
• New York Health Dep’t Announces That Life-Saving Monoclonal Antibodies Will Be Given To
White People Last Because Of ‘Systemic Inequalities’ https://www.nowtheendbegins.com/new-york-
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health-dept-announces-that-life-saving-monoclonal-antibodies-will-be-given-to-white-people-lastbecause-of-systemic-inequalities/
•

Hospital Death Camps Exposed https://www.thedesertreview.com/opinion/columnists/hospital-deathcamps-exposed/article_97776276-674f-11ec-85d0-f33f634331c8.html “’COVID patients in America’s
hospitals today are actually being treated worse than prisoners in American jails,’ Dr. Elizabeth Lee Vliet
said. ‘They are being held hostage and segregated from loved ones. And the reason is money.’”

Related
• Murdering COVID Patients in the Name of Treatment. (49 min video).
https://www.brighteon.com/3f64ee04-b547-4ecc-89e2-bfd91881cc9c
•

Kulldorff & Bhattacharya Respond: The Collins and Fauci Attack on Traditional Public Health
https://www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_morningbrief/the-collins-and-fauci-attack-on-traditional-publichealth_4187173.html

•

After CDC’s Rochelle Walensky Admits COVID-19 PCR Tests Have A Major Flaw, Conservatives
Demand Answers. https://www.dailywire.com/news/after-cdcs-rochelle-walensky-admits-covid-19-pcrtests-has-a-major-flaw-conservatives-demand-answers “As part of the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention’s (CDC) updated COVID-19 guidance, individuals no longer have to obtain a negative PCR
test to end quarantine after isolating for five days so long as they are asymptomatic. CDC director Rochelle
Walensky’s explained that is because we now know that PCR tests often show “positive” COVID-19
cases well beyond the point of transmissibility. In effect, we would be needlessly keeping people in
isolation if we depended on PCR tests. That reasoning enraged many Americans who have long argued
that exact sentiments and wondered how long this fact has been known by the medical establishment.”

•

COVID Antiviral Pills Cause Life-Threatening Reactions When Used With Many Common Meds:
FDA https://link.theepochtimes.com/mkt_app/covid-antiviral-pills-cause-life-threatening-reactions-whenused-with-many-common-meds-fda_4186839.html “Pfizer’s antiviral oral drug developed to treat
COVID-19 can cause severe or life-threatening effects when used with common medications including
some anti-coagulants, some anti-depressants, and some cholesterol-lowering statins, according to the Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) (pdf).”

•

Pharma’s War on Scientists to Mandate Jabs for Life. Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola,
29 Decemberr 2021. https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/12/29/pharmas-war-againstscience.aspx (Editor’s note: This Dr. Mercola removes his articles after 48 hours due to persecution from
Internet censors. His “Story-at-a-glance” and is references are included here.) Story at-a-glance:
Another cache of emails obtained via a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request by the American
Institute for Economic Research (AIER) reveals Dr. Anthony Fauci and his boss, National Institutes of
Health director Francis Collins, colluded to quash dissenting views on the lockdowns
October 4, 2020, three medical professors — Martin Kulldorff from Harvard, Sunetra Gupta from Oxford
and Jay Bhattacharya from Stanford — launched the Great Barrington Declaration, which called for
focused protection of high-risk individuals rather than the continuation of blanket lockdowns
As support of the declaration rapidly spread, Fauci and Collins discussed how they could stop the call for
a sane, science-based approach. In an email to Fauci, Collins wrote, “There needs to be a quick and
devastating published take down of its premises”
The emails between Fauci and Collins are the smoking gun showing that it is they who are waging war
against science
Despite having a combined annual budget of $58 billion, and a combined staff of 31,000, the U.S. Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention and the NIH/NIAID have not yet conducted an actual study to
determine how natural immunity stacks up against the COVID jab, likely because they don’t want to
know the answer
Sources and References
• Wall Street Journal December 21, 2021
• Twitter Jay Bhattacharya December 17, 2021
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YouTube Liberty Report, 7:13 minutes
The Blaze December 18, 2021
Daily Mail December 18, 2021, Updated
December 19, 2021
ZeroHedge December 20, 2021
Twitter Jay Bhattacharya December 19, 2021
Brownstone December 19, 2021
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